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Option B: A Vision 
for Sustainable 
School Development

● Equitably addresses needs across 
all schools—ensuring no school is 
left behind

● Preserves vital green spaces, 
enhances our educational 
environment and student well-being

● Designed with the community’s 
economic landscape in 
mind—maximizing impact while 
minimizing current and future 
financial strain

My daughters’ first day of school at Pond Cove Elementary,
September 2022 - Michael Hussey



Option E: Understanding its 
Limitations and Compromises
● Disproportionately focuses on the 

middle school, overlooking critical 
needs at the two other schools, 
risking future functionality, safety, and 
tax impacts.

● Proposes extensive campus 
expansion that compromises 
essential green spaces.

● Remains out of sync with the 
community’s financial preferences, 
triggering similar pain points to what 
lead to defeat at the ballot in 2022.



Option B: 
A Balanced 
Investment

Addresses dire 
critical needs at all 
three schools

Invests $34.5mm in 
essential infrastructure 
upgrades 

Provides new secure entrances 
and admin spaces

Includes retrofitted 
energy-efficient systems: 
cooling / heating

Creates 12 new classrooms for 
modern learning, STEM, special 
education



Option E: 
Compromises & 
Shortcomings

Neglects pressing issues at 
elementary school, and 
attempts to cut funding 
from high school repairs

Lacks modern heating & 
cooling system —  relies on 
fossil fuel heating only

Eliminates ~1 acre of green 
space from campus

Ignoring critical needs at HS and ES will create CIP 
disaster. Could lead to double-digit tax increases in near 
term. Staffing increases and cost of 1938 building 
handover not included in current cost estimates.

Smaller MS gym & lacks 
dedicated performing arts 
space. Cafetorium remains.



Sustainability and 
Future-Proofing
● Option B embraces sustainable 

solutions with budget available for 
electric heating and cooling in all 
classrooms, using fossil fuels only 
as a backup

● Aligns with future community solar 
initiatives in Cape Elizabeth

● Preserves our valuable green 
spaces by building inward and 
upwards instead of creating new 
sprawl



Sustainability & 
Future-Proofing

● Option E relies 100% on fossil fuels, 
leading to increased energy costs and 
unnecessary CO2 emissions

● Lacks cooling systems, affecting student 
comfort and performance

● Creates a more sprawling campus that 
consumes an acre of green space, limiting 
future expansion options

● Cuts critical upgrades to elementary and 
high school, increasing odds of critical 
failures over the next decade



Financial Implications of 
Option B

Option B aligns with the community's strong willingness to 
invest in our schools

Option B is cost-effective with over 60%+ potential support, 
even though this would be the most expensive locally 
funded school bond in Maine’s history

Option B sets the stage for responsible investments that 
align with future needs

Leverages and enhances the substantial investments 
made in previous renovation projects, such as the 1990s 
and 2004 additions. Preserves 60K square feet of building 
that is less than 30 years old instead of knocking it down.



Financial Implications of 
Option E

Option E makes critical compromises in all three 
schools that are not necessary in Option B

Compromises in Option E lead to significant CIP 
increases not currently factored into costs

No evidence that Option E's higher tax impact can 
get majority support

There is simply no way to build a new school for 
under $80 million that doesn't severely 
compromise the other two schools or moot the 
reasons for building a new school in the first place



Disruption in Option B ● Option B involves a 12-month period 
where half of students will be in portable 
classrooms, and a subsequent 12-month 
period where the other half will be in 
portable classrooms. 

● Careful planning and coordination will 
minimize the impact on students' 
education during this period. 

● Modern portable classrooms have 
evolved significantly from the time we 
were children. All include A/C, 
bathrooms, comfortable layouts, and lots 
of natural light. 



Option E’s Perpetual 
Disruption

● Permanent loss of approximately 1 acre of heavily 
used ball fields from the campus

● Elementary school continues to be undersized, 
impacting learning environments and special 
programs. Cafetorium remains. An undersized 
nurse's office remains. Logistical / sprawl problems 
untouched.

● Reduced gymnasium size, limiting opportunities for 
physical education and community events

● High school remains in poor condition, risking costly 
emergency repairs

● Janitorial and kitchen staff duplication



Community Unity
Option B is a unique opportunity that will unite 
our town for years to come.

SBAC surveys indicate strong support from the 
majority of the community, with significant 
backing across all demographics, for a 
transformative investment in our school 
infrastructure. However, there are financial 
limits, with a majority of respondents 
supporting a tax increase in the range of 
5%-10%.

Option B addresses our collective needs and 
aspirations and sets us up for cost-effective 
future investments, bringing Cape Elizabeth 
together for a common cause.



Community Unity
● Option E lacks broad support across 

all town demographics and risks 
increasing division and distrust within 
our community.

● A defeat in November will significantly 
delay necessary improvements and 
force critical investments into CIP 
budgets.

● It's crucial to choose a plan that unites 
us and ensures timely progress. Future 
SBAC initiatives may not receive 
similar funding.



The Benefits of Option B



New Construction 
Two-Story 
Addition

The new addition serves as a central hub, solving for daily 
logistical challenges, connecting the schools and providing 
modern facilities for students and staff. 

● Saves significant student time walking to cafeteria

● Streamlined schedules allow students to eat lunch at
more regular hours, improving their well-being and
learning readiness

● Sets the stage for efficient future growth, minimizes 
sprawl, protecting and recapturing outdoor spaces

● Facilitates phased renovations of older wings

● Promotes a cohesive, connected campus that 
enhances collaboration and community

● Frees up classroom space in each wing for flex 
spaces for 21st-century learning



No School Left Behind
● There have been multiple efforts from Option E 

supporters to cut out investments in High 
School and Elementary school, to make the 
tax impacts palatable to voters.

● Years of underinvestment in the Capital 
Improvement Plan have led to a critical 
situation that jeopardizes the well-being and 
safety of our students and staff. 

● The school board should prioritize Option B to 
ensure equitable investments across all three 
schools, as neglecting these essential repairs 
any longer would be a great disservice to our 
children and staff’s wellbeing.

● Failing to act decisively now will only 
compound the problems and lead to even 
costlier emergency repairs in the future.





Modern Secure Entrances 
and Admin Offices

● Centralized, secure entrances in all 
schools to improve safety and monitoring.

● Front-facing administration offices with 
clear visibility of entry points.

● Enhanced wayfinding and reception areas 
to streamline entry processes.

Front-Facing Admin Offices



Right Sizes 
Elementary School

● Elementary school is currently 
under-sized at only 146 sq feet per 
student – at the bottom range of State 
guidelines

● Only Option B right-sizes the 
elementary school by adding at least 
18K sq ft of additional space

● Additional space allows for modern, 
flexible learning environments and 
dedicated spaces for special 
programs



Dedicated Performing 
Arts Space
A dedicated performing arts space will be 
designed to inspire creativity and foster artistic 
expression. Our students deserve 
state-of-the-art facilities to showcase their 
talents and passion for the arts. This versatile 
space will also serve as flex space during 
school days, accommodating gym classes, 
addressing a long-standing request from the 
physical education department.

*Examples of retractable stage seating



Preserve Sports 
Fields and 
Right-Sized Gym

● Preserves essential community ball 
fields, providing spaces for sports, 
recreation, and community events.

● Retains a full-sized gym at the middle 
school, supporting physical education, 
sports programs, and community 
activities.

● Maintains spaces for after-school 
programs and extracurricular activities, 
enriching students' educational 
experiences.

● Enhances community wellbeing by 
providing accessible areas for exercise 
and gatherings.



Legacy of Excellence

The centralized two-story addition and dedicated 
performing arts space will help further Cape 
Elizabeth’s legacy of excellence and will inspire and 
empower students for years to come. This will be the 
all-time largest locally funded investment in Maine’s 
history, and it will come to symbolize our town’s 
commitment to providing a top-tier education and 
nurturing student talent.



Masterplan for Option B

Transformative funding today: rolling debt into a future project 
that limits future tax increases to less than 3%.



Masterplan for Option B
● Implement Concept B with $83.5 million in two 

tranches ($41.75 million each) with a tax 
increase of 9.9% over two years. 

● At year 11-12, refinance 30-year bonds by 
rolling remaining principal (~$61 million) into 
new 30-year bonds

● Finance 50,000 sq ft of new construction to 
replace the oldest wings (e.g. 3rd & 4th grade)

● Project costs at $700/SF (2024 dollars), 
adjusted with 4% annual inflation escalator = 
$51,808,550 

● Refinancing reduces annual debt 
service from $4,374,834 to 
$3,409,768, freeing up $965,066 in 
revenue

● $17.2 million bond with ZERO tax 
increase – $34,608,550 million bond 
with total future project financed at 
just a 2.9% tax increase

*Please review Concept B: Phased Long Term Plan handout for more details



Conclusion

Option B is a transformative, 
future-focused opportunity to invest 
wisely in Cape Elizabeth's educational 
infrastructure. It offers a far more 
efficient and cost-effective solution over 
the long term. By providing a balanced, 
consolidated campus that is fiscally 
responsible and addresses the needs of 
all students, Option B unites Cape 
Elizabeth in building on our legacy of 
educational excellence. This investment 
will inspire and empower our students 
and educators for generations to come.


